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Thalamic Hamartoma Presenting with Tremor
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A 15‑year‑old female, with noncontributory past medical 
and family history, presented with gradually progressive 
right upper‑extremity action tremor of 8‑year duration. 
Neurological examination revealed right upper‑extremity 
postural and kinetic tremor [Video 1]. Laboratory 
workup revealed a normal complete blood count, serum 
electrolytes, creatinine, glucose, liver, and thyroid 
function test. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) brain 
showed left thalamic mass lesion with the periphery 
appearing hyperintense on T1 and hypointense on T2 
and gradient sequences and cerebrospinal fluid‑like 
signal intensity in the center. Moreover, minimal 
postcontrast enhancement [Figure 1]. A noncontrast 
computed tomography brain showed dense calcification 
involving the thalamic lesion. The radiological 
findings favored left thalamic hamartoma. The tremor 
was medication‑refractory, and the family deferred 
neurosurgical therapy.

Neuronal hamartoma is a rare disorder, commonly 
arising in the hypothalamus.[1] It is more common in 
males, with precocious puberty, pressure effects, and 
gelastic epilepsy being usual presenting features.[1] Till 
date, only two cases with hamartoma originating in 
the thalamus have been reported.[1,2] While one case 
presented at the age of 8 with left upper‑extremity 
tremor and weakness,[1] the other was born with 
severe macrocephaly and several congenital 
abnormalities including bilateral cleft lip and palate, 
right microphthalmos, left anophthalmos, and left 
foot equinovarus deformity with sudden death at the 
age of 7 years.[2] Our case had right upper‑extremity 
action tremor with no cardiac, ocular, or skeletal 
abnormality. MRI brain in neuronal hamartoma may 
show calcification as was seen in our case.[1] Ischemic 
changes resulting from expanding hamartoma size may 
cause calcification.[1,3] Minimal contrast enhancement in 
hamartoma may result from vascular hyperplasia.[1]
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Figure 1: Magnetic resonance imaging brain (a‑d) shows a large 
lobulated lesion involving left thalamus with beaklike protrusion in 
the adjacent brain parenchyma. The periphery of the lesion appears 
hyperintense on T1‑weighted image (a) and hypointense on T2‑weighted 
and gradient recalled echo images (b and c) with minimal postcontrast 
enhancement (d). The center of the lesion shows cerebrospinal fluid‑like 
signal intensity on all sequences. Non‑contrast CT brain (e) shows dense 
calcification in the lesion
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